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Introduction  

For my honors project, I wanted to do something that would add value to a person or group of people while at the same time developing skills that would be useful in my career after college. My initial thought was to make a website or an app. At the time, I thought this would be the nature of my future career so the idea was appealing. However, I didn’t know what I could do or who I could make one for that would add real value. To get ideas, I decided to use the honors project database and this is where my idea for a project came together.  

The database provided some hurdles to searching for projects. The only options were what appeared to be a keyword search and a search by student name. The keyword search didn’t provide as many results as it should have and unless you know the student’s major, searching by their name isn’t very helpful. It was by pure luck, however, that the first project I came across was Adam Lamer’s project for the database itself. Reading this project showed me that doing a redesign of the front end was something I
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could do. This new project satisfied everything I wanted in a project. I would be able to add value to the Honors College and I could develop web design skills. After meeting with the Honors College Dean, Dr. Dale Mugler, to get his thoughts on what this new database could be, I learned that this project would be more than simply developing a new front end for a database. I would also have to provide education to the Honors College staff on how to upload new projects to the database (a task that I didn’t know how to do myself). I agreed to the project not knowing that this project would prepare me for my career in ways I couldn’t have imagined.

Planning and Design

While going through my Internet Systems Programming course in Fall 2014, I payed close attention to the languages I could use to implement the redesign. Another part of my education that benefitted me greatly in this project was my internship at Goodyear where I’ve been working since May 2014. My role there isn’t very technical. My job there is that of a Business Analyst—I am a liaison between our IT department and business departments to help both sides work better together. Gaining this skillset helped me greatly during the planning of my project.

During the fall, I met with the Web Services department at the University to determine how I could best implement the changes to the database and the front end in dotCMS—that the University uses for its website. Working with them, the Honors College, and my department, I was able to put together a project that I believed would work well and allow me to satisfy all requirements and give the Honors College a training in how to use the database.

The main change I wanted to implement was a way to search for projects by a student’s major. Since there are many potential majors an honors student could have, I needed to make a way to search by major that would give uniform results while being easy to navigate. The idea I came up with was having a group of buttons that would narrow down a drop down list of majors when clicked. I also wanted to
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redo the name search to take away the possibility of misspelling names if a student chooses to search that way.

I knew that the main languages I would use for the project would be HTML and Javascript. For the buttons with the dropdowns I would use JQuery, and for styling I would use CSS. I created a mockup of the entire front end as three forms (one for each method of searching) contained in an html table. Since it was an early mockup, there was no connectivity to the database. I just wanted to show what the final product could look like. After developing a mockup using HTML, Javascript, CSS, and JQuery, I sent it to Web Services to begin work on implementation. Below is an example of the code and the look of the mockup.

**Implementation**

Working together with Web Services, we were able to develop a front end of the database that fit the aesthetics of the website, was easy to use, and met all of the requirements of both the University and the Honors College. The style I used in my mockup was changed by importing stylesheets that already existed and some of the Javascript and JQuery were changed to allow the front end to pull from the projects stored in the dotCMS database. Our final product is displayed below.